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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In this paper we prove the existence of a weak solution to the boundary 
value problem for a steady vortex ring in an ideal fluid flowing along 
an infinite pipe of circular cross section. This result is proved by means 
of a variational principle proposed by Benjamin [3], involving the 
maximization of a convex functional over the set of rearrangements of a 
fixed function. If o denotes the scalar field of vorticity strength, and r 
denotes the distance from the axis of the pipe, this approach yields a 
solution for which w/r is a rearrangement of a prescribed non-negative 
function f0 in Lp (p > 5) having bounded support. 
The vortex core of our solution, that is, the region where o > 0, is cylin- 
drically symmetric, bounded and bounded away from both the axis and the 
boundary of the pipe. At infinity the fluid velocity approaches a uniform 
stream of speed I relative to the vortex core, and for a givenf, a solution 
exists for all sufftciently small 2, whereas for large A the method fails. We 
have not been able to prove that the vortex core is connected, nor that the 
solution is unique. 
In view of the cylindrical symmetry we work in a plane infinite strip 
representing the intersection of the inside of the pipe with a half-plane 
bounded by its axis. Thus we define 
Q= {(r,z)ER210<r<R}, 
where R > 0 is fixed, and endow 52 with the measure v having density 21rr 
with respect to plane Lebesgue measure. A differential operator 9’ is 
defined in 52 by 
We prove the following 
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THEOREM. Let p > 5 and let f0 E LP(Q)\ {o} be non-negative and have 
bounded support. Then there is a 1, > 0 such that for 0 < A< A,, there exists a 
positive function 24 on 0 satisfying 
(i) u E w&‘(0) and satisfying 
924 = cp(u - lr2/2) (1) 
almost everywhere in Q, for some increasing function cp. 
(ii) 2.4 E C’~“(A2) for all 0 < a < 1 - 5/p, 
(iii) f = dipu is a rearrangement of fO with respect to v, and the support 
off is bounded away from infinity, from r = 0 and from r = R, 
(iv) u and f are symmetric decreasing in z, 
(v) (a) u(r, z) + 0 uniformly as z --+ + 00, 
(b) u(r, z) = 0 when r = 0 and when r = R, 
(c) u(r, z) = O(r2) uniformly, 
Cd) r -‘uZ(r,z)-+O as r-+0, 
63 r -‘Vu(r,z)+O as z-+ foe, 
(f) u,(r, z) = 0 when r = R. 
We believe the restriction A < A,, is not just a technical one, and given fo, 
for all sufficiently large 2 there is no function u satisfying YZA = cp(u - kr’/2) 
for cp increasing and for which 2~ is a rearrangement of fo. Solutions for 
arbitrary 1, and for which 9~ is a rearrangement of afo where c( > 0 is a 
priori unknown, can of course be obtained by resealing. 
The function u(r, z) - lr2/2 represents the stream function for the flow 
and gives rise to a velocity field 
v=(-rP’uZ, 0, r-‘u,-A) 
in cylindrical coordinates r, 0, z. From (vd) the velocity is parallel to the z 
axis when r = 0, and from (ve) the velocity at infinity approaches a uniform 
flow of magnitude I in the negative z direction. From (vf) the velocity is 
parallel to the boundary when r = R. The vorticity o is given by 
curl v = (0, 0,O) 
and consequently o = Mu. Hence o/r is a rearrangement of fo. 
It should be noted that we do not establish any smoothness properties of 
the function cp in (l), so we cannot assert that v satisfies the Euler 
equations of hydrodynamics. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 
We now describe Benjamin’s variational principle for vortex rings, as it 
applies to the present problem. For < >O let 
Suppose p > 5 and &, > 0, and let f0 E LP(sZ) be a nontrivial non-negative 
function vanishing outside Q(t,). Let .9 denote the set of all 
rearrangements of f0 with respect to v, that is, the set of all real v- 
measurable functions f on Q that satisfy 
for every real p. For l> &, let 9(t) comprise those functions in % that 
vanish outside Q(5). We will define an inverse K for 2 satisfying suitable 
boundary conditions, and when A> 0, a variational functional will be 
defined by 
Q;.(v) = i J^, VKV dv - iA h, r2v dv 
for v E LP(s2). 
The first step of the proof is to show for < 2 to that @A attains a 
maximum value relative to S(t), and that if f5 is a maximizer and 
us = Kf r then u5 satisfies (1) in Q(t), for some increasing function cp. This 
is a routine application of the following result, which is Theorem A of 
Burton [4]: 
THEOREM A. Let (0, A?, p) be a finite, separable, non-atomic, positive 
measure space, let 1 <p < CO, let q be the conjugate exponent of p, let 
g, E Lp(0), and let 9 be the set of all rearrangements of g, relative to u. Let 
@ be a strictly convex real functional on Lp(8) that is weakly (weak* if 
p = co ) sequentially continuous. Then @ attains a maximum value relative to 
9, and tf g is a maximizer and h E a@(g) ( c Lq(8)) then g = $0 h almost 
everywhere in 0, for some increasing function II/. 
The second step is to show that the Steiner symmetrization off i; with 
respect to the line z =0 is also a maximizer, so f r can be assumed to be 
symmetrically decreasing in z, that is, 
f Tr, -z) =f Tr, z) 
f Tr, z) Gf Tr, 4 
for all z and z’ and almost all r satisfying 0 <z < z’ and 0 < r < R. 
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The third step is to show that for some A,,>0 and some [ 3 co, if 
0 < A < &, and [ 2 to then f 5 vanishes outside Q(c). It is then deduced that 
ur satisfies (1) throughout 52. 
In Section 5 we show this approach fails for large 1. 
3. INVERSION OF 9, STEINER SYMMETRIZATION, AND ESTIMATES 
3.1. Definition of Operators K and .X 
In choosing the spaces appropriate to the study of 9’ we have been 
guided by Amick and Fraenkel [2, Sect. 2.21. Let U be the cylinder in IRS 
comprising all points whose distances from the z axis are less than R. We 
shall regard 52 as the intersection of U with a half-plane bounded by the z 
axis, and we shall use r to denote distances from the z axis. Cylindrical 
symmetry in 54’ is understood to be relative to the z axis. Then functions 
defined almost everywhere on 52 can be identified with cylindrically sym- 
metric functions defined almost everywhere on U. With this convention we 
formally have 
Y(r2u) = -A,24 
for functions on 52, where A, is the 5dimensional Laplacian. 
Define H to be the completion of the (Schwartz) test functions on 52 with 
the scalar product 
Since 52 is a strip it follows that H is embedded in Wi2(Q); let us 
emphasise that v is the measure used to define L’(Q), but Lebesgue 
measure is used to deline Sobolev spaces. For each u E L2(Q) there is a uni- 
que element Ku of H that is a weak solution of the equation 9’~ = u, in the 
sense that 
i 
z&‘q~ dv = 
s 
vcp dv 
R P 
for every test function cp on Q. Agmon [ 1, Theorem 6.11 shows that 
u E v;:(Q) so 9~ = u almost everywhere in 52. We can characterize Ku as 
the unique minimizer of the convex functional defined by 
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for UE H. Then K: L2(s2) -+ H is a bounded linear operator and 
K: L2(Q) --t L2(Q) is self-adjoint and strictly positive. 
Define E to be the completion of the test functions on U with the scalar 
product 
where the measure p has density l/rc with respect to 5-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure. Since U is a cylinder it follows that E is a renorming of 
I$‘,$“( U). For each w E L2( U) there is a unique element Xw of E that is a 
weak solution of the equation -d,u = w. We can characterize Xw as the 
unique minimizer of the convex functional defined by 
for u E E. Then Xx: L2( U) -+ E is a bounded linear operator, and 
.X : ,C2( U) + L*(U) is self-adjoint and strictly positive. 
LEMMA 1. Let v E L2(52). Then Xv = r -2Kv. 
ProojI The argument has been given on bounded domains in proving 
[4, Lemma 91, but we repeat it here for completeness. A direct calculation 
shows that 
(24, w),= (C’z.4, r-‘wjE (2) 
if u and w are test functions on Q. It now follows that if u and w belong to 
H then rm2u and rp2w belong to E, and (2) holds. 
Suppose cp is a test function on U that vanishes near the z axis. We can 
write cp = cp(x, t) with x E Sz and t E S, where S is the set of unit vectors in 
IX5 perpendicular to the z axis. If UE H then (2) yields 
(u, r’p(., t))H=~QV(rp2u).Vcp(x, t)r2dv(x) 
for each t E S, where V is the 5-dimensional gradient operator. Integrating 
over t, with respect to the suitably normalized Lebesgue measure cr on S, 
yields 
s (u, r2d., t)>H da(t) =r-‘u, (P)~. (3)  
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Since Ku is a critical point of vl;; we have 
(Ku, w)H= jQ vwdv (4) 
for every w E H. From (3) and (4) we now have 
(r-‘Ku, (P)~= 
is 
vr’q$x, t) dv(x) do(t) 
SR 
= s w dp (5) u 
for every test function cp on U that vanishes near the z axis. We claim that 
the test functions on U that vanish near the z axis are dense in E. Suppose 
cp is a test function on U. Choose an increasing C” function + on R that 
satisfies t,+(s)=0 for s< 1 and $(s)= 1 for ~32. Then {$(nr) (p}z=, is a 
sequence of test functions vanishing near the z axis and converging to rp in 
E. Our claim follows from this. Hence (5) holds for all cp E E. Thus r-‘Ku is 
a critical point of Y;, so r-‘Ku = Xv. 
3.2. Steiner Symmetrization 
If v E L*(Q) is non-negative, we define the Steiner symmetrization v* of v 
with respect to the line z=O to be the essentially unique non-negative 
function in L’(Q) such that for each CL > 0 and almost every r E (0, R) the 
set 
{zlv*(r, z)>,a) 
is an interval with centre 0, whose length equals the linear measure of the 
set 
{zlu(r, z)ba}. 
Then Y* is a rearrangement of v with respect o v. For any rearrangement V
of v we have 
j/dv= j/dv 
for all real s; for v* we additionally have 
(6) 
s R (v*)’ r’ dv = j vsrf dv (7) R 
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for all real s and t. We require some results on Steiner symmetrization from 
Appendix I of Fraenkel and Berger [6], where u* was defined as above for 
non-negative continuous functions u with compact supports, and then 
defined for a general non-negative L2-function v by approximation in the 2- 
norm. It is easily verified that the two definitions are equivalent. Fraenkel 
and Berger studied functions defined on a half-plane, but their results are 
equally applicable to functions on the strip 0. We therefore have the 
inequalities 
J uu dv < J u*u* dv (8) R R 
lIu*- ~*II,,,Qll~-~ll,,, (9) 
for all non-negative u E L’(Q); further, if u E H is non-negative then a* E H 
and 
II u* II H G II 24 IIH’ (10) 
For u E L2( U) the Steiner symmetrization u* of u with respect o the hyper- 
plane z = 0 is similarly defined by rearranging the restriction of u to each 
line parallel to the z axis as a symmetrically decreasing function. The 
inequalities analogous to (8), (9), and (lo), with U, E, and p in place of 52, 
H, and v, are also valid. 
LEMMA 2. Let u E L2(0) be non-negative. Then Ku B 0 and 
J u*Ku* dv > J UKU dv. R R 
Further if u* = u then (Ku)* = Ku. The same conclusions are true with AC, U, 
and p in place of K, 52, and v. 
ProoJ The argument is similar to the proof of [S, Lemma 43, but we 
include it for completeness. For all w E L’(Q) we have 
J wKw dv= /) Kw\l; R 
and consequently 
-f IQ wKwdv=Yi;Lf I( yllf.,-Jnywdv (11) 
from the characterization of Kw as the minimizer of Yl;;. 
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Let u = Ku. Then ~2 0 by the maximum principle applied to 
-A,(c~u)=u. We take y=u and w=o in (11) to obtain 
Then we take y = U* and w = v* in (11) to obtain 
Then 
4 (I u* )I ‘, + $ IQ “*Ku* dv > s, u*v* dv. 
f s “*Ku* dv - 1 i VKV dv n R 
2 I u*v*dv- uvdvf; Ilull’,-+ IIu*ll2,80 R s Q 
by (8) and (10). 
Suppose additionally that v = v *. Then from (8) and (10) we have 
Since u is the unique minimizer for !P5; we now have u* = U. 
The analogous results for 2” follow by the same arguments, using the 
appropriate analogues of (8) and (10). 
3.3. Lp Estimates 
For 5 > 0 we write U(5) for the set of points in U that satisfy ) z 1 < 5. If G 
is a measurable subset of Q or U and 1 <p < co, we take LP(G) to consist 
of those functions in Lp(s2) or Lp( U) that vanish outside G, and we denote 
the norm on LP(G) by I( IIG,p; recall that the measure used in defining 
Lp(s2) is v. If G is a domain in R” and m 2 1, the Sobolev space VP(G) is 
defined in the usual way using Lebesgue measure and its norm is denoted 
II II G,m,p. If, for example, u is a function in Lp(Q) then 11 ~(l~(~),~ and 
II u II Q(S).WP are to be interpreted as norms of the restriction of u 
to Q(r). 
LEMMA 3. (a) Suppose p > 2, 0 < 5 -c 5’, u E L2( U), and II u 1) vccc),p < co. 
Then 
II 3.” II u(r),2,p G const( II 3-0 II u(ev),p + II v II u(tej,p). 
(b) Suppose p 2 2 and v E L2( U) n Lp( U). Then 
II 2-0 II u,2,p d const (II v II u,2 + II 0 II u,p)- 
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Proof: We are going to use the Lp estimates up to the boundary given 
in Agmon [ 1, Sect. 81. We have first to show that Xv is a solution of 
- A,u = u in the slightly stronger sense required by [l]. Observe that if 
u,w~Eand ASu~L2(U) then 
j 
cl 
Vu.Vwdp= -j” (A,u)wdp. 
u 
Hence if v E L*(U) and cp E E with A, cp E L*(U) then 
In particular if u E L*(U), and cp E C’( 0) vanishes on aU and has bounded 
support then 
Thus Xxv is a solution in the required sense. 
To prove (a) let u E L*(U) with 11 u 11 u(50,P < co. A trivial modification of 
the proof of Agmon [l, Theorem 8.11 shows that IIXuII U(5j,2,p < cc and 
moreover 
II z-fu II uce,,2,p d COW II xu II u(c’),~ + II 0 II ~(5,j.J. 
Now consider u E L*(U) n Lp( U) as in (b). By covering U with translates 
of U(t), we conclude from (a) that, provided XUE Lp(U), we have 
Xxv E W2*p(U) and 
II x-u II u,2,p 6 COW II 331 II u,p + II u II u,p). 
If 2<p<$‘then E + Lp( U) is bounded; since X : L*(U) + E is bounded 
we have Xxv E Lp( U) and 
II 3-u II u,2,p @onNIl u II u,2 + II u II u,p). (12) 
Ifp>y then UEL ‘I* (U) and we have 
II GflJ II u,p d cona II 2-u II u,2, 5/2 
G const (II u II u,2 + II u II u,5,2) 
d cod (II u II u, 2 + II u II o,p). 
Now we have Xu E W*J’(U) and (12) holds in this case also. 
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LEMMA 4. Suppose p > 5. Then it is possible to choose b(z) = 
const min { 1, 1 z I - ‘lp} such that 
Xv(x, ) . ..) ~4, z) 6 &)(I1 v II u,2 + II v II u,,) 
for all non-negative functions v E L2( U) n Lp( U) that satisfy v* = v. 
Proof. Consider z 2 1 and let 
A = (0, . ..) O,z)+ U(l) 
B = (0, . . . . 0,z) + U(i). 
Since v 20 and u* = v, we have Xxv >O and (X0)* = Xv by Lemma 2. 
Hence 
II ” II a,pGz-l’P II”IIr/(z),p bz-@ II”IIu,p 
II Gf” II A,p G z-lip II 2-v II U(z),p Gz - ‘lp II 3-u II u,p. 
By Lemma 3(a) we now have 
II Jf” II B,2,p G const z - ‘9 II ” II u,p + II 37” II v,p)y 
where the constant is independent of z and v. By Lemma 3b and the 
embedding of W2J’(U(&)) in the space C,(U(i)) of bounded continuous 
functions on U(i) we now have 
XV(X,) . ..) x4, 4 am I4 --I/p (II” II u,2 + II “II,,,) 
for IzI 21 and 
II x” II sup G const (II ” II u,2 + II ” II u,p)y 
hence the result. 
LEMMA 5. Let p > $, a > 0, c > 0, let F be a bounded open subset of U, let 
G be a compact subset of U, and suppose that 
D= VEL~(U)~L~(U)~V>O, IIvI/~,~<c, 
1 s 
vdp>a 
F I 
is non-empty. Then 
d~inf{r2Xu(x)lx~G,v~D}>0. 
Proof Define 
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Then D’ c D. If v E D and v’ denotes the restriction of v to F, then u’ ED’ 
and Xv’ d Xv by the maximum principle; hence 
inf {r*Xv(x)l o E D’, x E G} = d. 
Now X: LP(F) --) W2,P( U) is bounded by Lemma 3b. Since D’ is weakly 
compact in LP(F) it follows that 2-D’ is weakly compact in W2,P(U), so 
XD’ is norm compact in C(G). We can therefore choose vi ED’ with 
inf r*Xv,(G) = d. 
Since vi # 0 and v, > 0 we have Xx0, > 0 in U by the maximum principle, 
hence d > 0. 
LEMMA 6. Let p > g, B > 0, p > 0 and suppose that 
D= {v~L~(~)nL~(~)Iv30, v*=“, l1”lln,2+ ll”ll,,,~~~ II~“Ilsup38) 
is nonempty. Then for some q > 0 we have 
inf ( II ” II ucrlj,p I ” E D 1 > 0. 
Proof: Write 
S={xElR41(XI<R}. 
Consider v E D, and let q > 0. Write 
vo= L(,l)” 
“,kz)=“b, Iz-?I) 
“2(X, z) = “(4 I z + ? I) 
for x E S and real z, so 
v~v,+v,+v,. 
Since (XV)* = Xv we may choose x E S such that 
X”(X, 0) = II 3f-v Isup. 
Then Lemma 4 is applicable to uO, v, , and v2, and in conjunction with the 
maximum principle this yields 
w* d JfJ”(X? 0) G w)(ll”o II c/,2 + II “0 II U./J + MrtNll “I II u, 2 + II “1 II c/J 
+ N -?NII “2 II u.2 + II “2 II L/J 
dw)(Il”ollu,2+ Il”,lI.,,~+~~~~?~~Il”ll,,*+ Il”lln,J 
< 40)(l1”0 II u,2 + II “0 II u,J + 2~Wv), 
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where 
O=max(R, R21p). 
Therefore 
II 00 II U,Z + II uo II u,p 2 (W* - 2@Wq))/b(O). 
Now fix q > 0 with 
We have 
where 
Hence 
4Bab(q) < /?Rp2. 
II “0 II cl.2 6 Y II Do II u,p, 
Y = II 1 II w7lvPpl(P- 2). 
II v II u(v),P= ll~oIl..p~2(,li+R?)‘h(o~. 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let us adopt the notation of Sections 2 and 3, let 5 > lo, and let I. > 0. 
The operator K: L’(Q) + H is bounded, the embedding H + Wi2(i2) is 
bounded, and the embedding W’,2(Q(~)) + L’(Q(<)) is compact. Hence 
the functional 
c@~(u) = 4 jQ OKU dv - $A jQ r*u dv 
is weakly sequentially continuous on L2(s2(t)), and the strict positivity of 
K ensures that @A is strictly convex. Theorem A in Section 2 now shows 
that Qz attains a maximum value relative to F(l), and that if fr is any 
maximizer then 
f 5 = cpr(Kf 5 - lr2/2) 
almost everywhere in Q(t), for some increasing function cps. Thus uc z Kf 5 
satisfies 
9ur = qr(uc - Lr2/2) 
almost everywhere in Q(5). 
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By Lemma 2 and (7) we have 
s v*Kv* dv 2 Q I VKV dv R 
s r2v* dv = s 
r2v dv 
R R 
for all non-negative v E L2(!S( 5)); hence 
@i(v*) 2 @i(V). 
Henceforth we shall assume 
p ,f$ 
By Lemma 2 we then have 
.t* = ut, 
Let A > 0 be chosen so small that 
Henceforth we shall assume A <A. Then 
t s J- ‘Kf 5 dv >g 
and with (6) this yields 
It now follows from Lemma 6 that there exists m > 0 and q > 0, indepen- 
dent of r and 1, such that 
If we choose M > 0 such that 
346 
and consequently 
Define 
~=v({x~~Ifo(xPo)) 
and choose a compact set G c Q c U such that 
v(G) > A. 
By Lemma 5 there is a number d > 0, independent of 4 and 1, with 
JtTf<(x) 2 d VXEG. 
Let p be the least value of r on G and let E = dp2/2. 
Suppose henceforth that A< d and G c Q(t). Defining 
J(t)= {(r,z)EQ1u5(r,z)-A.r*/2>:] 
we now have G c J(5). Let 
S(t)= {(r,z)EQlf5(r,z)>O). 
Then 
v(S(t)) = A < v(G) 6 W(t) n Q(O). 
Since f 5 is essentially an increasing function of us - lr2/2 on Q(t) it follows 
that, apart from a set of measure zero, 
By Lemma 4 we have 
J(t) c {(r, z) E Q I r2b(z) 3 c} 
={(r,z)I a<r<R, Izl <i) 
for some positive 6 and [, independent of 4. Since u5 is continuous and 
vanishes on r = R, it follows further that J(t) is bounded away from r = R. 
Let ppl be extended to an increasing function rp defined on an interval 
containing ( - co, E) and satisfying q(s) = 0 for s -C E. Since ur - Ar*/2 < E 
outside sZ([) we now have 
9ui = cp(d - h-*/2) 
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almost everywhere in Q. By Agmon [ 1, Theorem 6.11 we have 
UC E FvgT(s1). 
It remains only to verify the boundary and asymptotic conditions of (v). 
Henceforth we write f = f r and u = uc. Since Xf e W2vp( U) c C1sa( rli) for 
0 < tl< 1 -5/p, it follows that UE C?“(a). Lemma 4 yields (a). Since 
Xfc W$*(U)n C’,‘(O) it follows that Xf vanishes on aU so u vanishes 
when r = R, and 
hence (b) and (c). Since VXf is bounded we have (d). For 5 > 0 write 
v(~)=((X,Z)EUl~-l<z<<+l}. 
Since Xf E W*-“(U) we have 
as 4 + &co; hence 
II Xf II c-1.. (v(5))) -+ 0 
from which (e) follows. Since UE C’+(Q and u = 0 when r = R we have 
(f). 
5. FAILURE OF THE METHOD FOR LARGE 1 
Fix R > 0, p > 5, and a non-negative f. E LP(!2) having bounded support; 
say f. vanishes outside a(&). Define 
k=2943 Ilr-‘JCf IIsup 
fc9 
which is finite by Lemma 4b and the embedding W2,p(U) + C,(U). Fix 
A > k. Consider t; 2 to and let f 5 be a maximizer for @A relative to 9(c). 
Let 
a=k4/(471<), 
where A is the v-measure of the set where f. > 0, and let 
S= {(r,z)lO<r<R, Jz( <5, Kfs-h-*/2> -a}. 
Since Kf 5 > 0 the rectangle Iz 1 < t, r2 < 2a/l is contained in S, so 
v(S) 2 4na(/A = A. 
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Since f 5 is an increasing function of Kf c - lr2/2 in Q(c), it follows that f e 
vanishes outside S. But by choice of k, all points (r, z) of S satisfy 
r2(k-11)/2> --cc, 
so 
r2 < r: E 2c(/(L - k) = U/(2x(1 - k) <). 
Thus f e vanishes for r > rt, and since rt: --t 0 as 5 + co it follows that no 
uniform bound exists on the support off 5. Indeed f 5 -+ 0 weakly in L2(0) 
as t+co. 
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